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Machinery Manufacturing Technology organized the
compilation of modular forms. a total of 3 modules and 11
topics. Module 1 is basic knowledge of machining. including
metal cutting basic knowledge. basic knowledge of machine
tool fixtures. basic knowledge of machining processes and
machining quality analysis and control; Module 2 is a typical
part machining and assembly processes. including shaft parts
processing. sets Parts machining. machining parts box.
cylindrical gear machining and mechanical assembly process;
Module 3 Precision and processing. including ultra-precision
machining and special processing. Each topic has a training
program is to train students in practical skills and theory with
practical analysis of issues. problem-solving abilities.
Manufacturing Technology for vocational college mechanical
manufacturing and automation. mold design and
manufacturing. numerical control technology. mechanical
design and manufacturing expertise as well as mechanical and
electrical integration. and other machinery for professional
use. but also for staff training to use. but also for the
engineering and technical officers. Contents: Module 1 issue a
basic knowledge of...
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Comprehensive information! Its this sort of excellent go through. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom You may like
just how the author publish this book.
-- Musta fa McGlynn
Complete guideline! Its this kind of great read through. It is probably the most incredible pdf i actually have read
through. Its been developed in an extremely straightforward way and it is simply soon after i finished reading this book
through which actually modified me, affect the way i really believe.
-- B er yl La ba die I
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